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本系统采用 J2EE开发平台和 MVC技术框架，系统的前台使用 JSP、HTML和


























Along with our country social economy rapid development, whether in college or 
in the enterprise, the total amount of fixed assets was increasing, the fixed asset 
management faced with demand and challenge. Today's fixed asset management 
should be out of the traditional management mode, to modern network model 
transformation.  
Based on the above reasons, deciding to develop a university fixed assets 
management system, this thesis firstly explores the background, situation and 
significance of the study and then introduces the related technology about the 
enterprise personnel system.It analyzes the feasibility of this system and the 
customers, functions of this system.And then by analysis it concludes the layout of the 
system,including the design of system modes,system functions and databases.This 
paper expounds the design of the function model of the system.It mainly introduces 
the design of the system structures,the management of system 
management,organization structure management,supplier management,fixed assets 
management,assets monitor management,assets statistical analysis.And then it 
describes in detail the effects of parts of the modes.It mainly introduces the 
implementation of the functions of system management,organization structure 
management,supplier management,fixed assets management,assets monitor 
management,assets statistical analysis.Then it made a test on the system and proposes 
some testing measures and examplifies some testing cases.Finally it draws a 
conclusion of the paper and anticipates the future development. 
The system builded a model based on J2EE Framework and MVC technique and 
using JSP and HTML and JavaScript techniques for the foreground of the system, and 
using JAVA and JDBC and SQL Server 2005 techniques for the background of the 
system. The system including system management, organization structure 
















monitor management and assets analytic statistics. 
The dissertation finished the works of business requirements analyzing a,system 
design, system implement and system test by using the standardized procedure of 
software engineering.The system has been running in fire brigade, which has good in 
various aspects and customer satisfaction. The workflow of fixed asset management is 
more limpid and normative， and this system have increased the work efficiency. 
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